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ABSTRACT 

We develop a fractional calculus and probabilistic framework to model and simulate the failure of               
visco-elastic and visco-elasto-plastic materials. The employed models utilize Scott-Blair rheological          
elements of fractional order , which allows a constitutive interpolation between standard    0 < α < 1         
Hookean springs and Newtonian dashpots , and introduces power-law stress-strain  α )( → 0     α )( → 1      
behaviors in both visco-elastic and visco-plastic regimes. We develop proper numerical methods for             
long and accurate time-integration through the efficient computation of the history load and the use               
of fractional return-mapping algorithms [1]. The damage and fatigue are incorporated through a             
phase-field model, in which the damage phase-field is a continuous dynamical variable, the fatigue is               
treated as a continuous internal variable [2], and many parameters are arbitrary or not physically               
measurable, treated here as random variables with a probability distribution. We employ the Monte              
Carlo and Probabilistic Collocation methods in the forward parameter uncertainty propagation and            
sensitivity analysis. The underlying parameters with highest uncertainty and sensitivity are closely            
related to terms in the free-energy potential that disregard nonlocal effects, which motivates the              
employment of the fractional-order operators to capture the intermittent and self-similar phenomena            
experimentally observed in fracturing materials. 
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